
Recommended product
    

                cotton diaper                                           soft cotton baby diaper   

      

 
                cloth diaper                                                           gauze diaper

                            

Detailed information

 Product name Hot sale printed cotton baby diaper
 Material 100% cotton 

 Dimension 28 "* 28"
 Weight the white color is 60 g / pc, the printing diaper is 67 g / pc

  Dimensions of the box 40 * 43 * 50 cm 
Packaging 12pc / polybag, 30-40dzns / carton
 Payment T / T, L / C at sight 
 Delivery 30 days to 60 days depends on the quantity  

 craft reactive printing, jacquard or embroidery 
MOQ 5,000pcs

The hot sale cotton baby diaper is easy to wash and dry, soft and comfortable, excellent water absorption capacity.

Natural antibacterial, no smell, it has kept mites away and beauty has two great functions, greater durability, together with a delicate pure color, an elegant style, suitable for any situation.

The hot sale cotton baby diaper is made of soft 100% cotton. 28 by 28 inches and 1 layer thick. This is the original cloth diaper used in many countries. It is a one size fits all diapers that require folding to properly fit the baby.

It cannot be just a baby diaper

The hot sale cotton baby diaper is also a great tea towel, a cleaning cloth, a skin cloth, a lap pad, a changing mat, a dungarees, a wash cloth and a baby cloth. It is only two layers thick, so it dries quickly on the laundry or in the dryer. 

These diapers are by far the least expensive way to comfortably diaper your baby.

How to use it?

We are the cotton diaper factory, we have a lot of experience in making baby diapers, please click here, check more products of ours diaper.

             If you are interested in our products, do not hesitate Contact!
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